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Are you or your child having difficulty with listening or concentrating? This CD contains powerful

affirmations and binaural subliminal technology to assist the listener in achieving improved attention and

focus. Not to be used while operating machinery. 4 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, NEW

AGE: Energy Healing Details: BIO Jennifer Daniels-Kelberman MS, RN Parent Advocate and Co-Founder

of The Kelberman Center for Autism Services throughout the Lifespan Jennifer is a registered nurse and

mother of 3 children. When her youngest child was diagnosed with Autism a decade ago, she was feeling

overwhelmed by stress. She began studying and practicing various relaxation and meditation techniques.

Jennifer wanted to do everything in her power to assist her son to achieve his greatest potential. She

began making her own affirmation tapes over 10 years ago. She removed confusing pronouns and

difficult language that were in most of the commercial tapes available. She began using subliminal

technology and guided meditation/visualization soon after to energetically go deep inside the brain and

invite healing light to clear the structures. Jennifer feels that these transformational tools have changed

her life and that of her entire family. She now wants to share these powerful healing CDs with you.

Lawrence Ph.D Meditation Workshop Facilitator,Writer Lawrence's first spiritual awakening came at age

9. This experience lead him on a 30 year path of self-discovery and study. During this time, Lawrence

also studied physics, yoga, spirituality, neuroscience, meditation, semiotics, computer science,

philosophy, anatomy, meta-physics, psychology, NLP, hypnosis, art therapy, massage therapy, film,

marketing and business. This CD series represents a culmination of 30 years of experience with altering

neural pathways for change. People who are interested in should consider this download.
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